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I was digging through boxes that I had filled when I moved out of the OSSM dorms and had still managed not to unpack 8 years later. I found this story written by Dr. Henderson and given to us on our graduation day, and it made me remember how much our professors cared about us there. Perhaps some of you will get a smile out of it like I did. - Matt Fuhrmann



Mason Henderson Bottle #1 It was 2000 A.D. It was a feckless time, it was a reckless time. The land had been swept by the doctrine that it takes a village to raise an idiot and a megalopolis to train a stockbroker; the state had been forced to take extreme action. There had been a terrible brain drain. The solution seemed simple enough -- if you are losing people on the high end, you can maintain the status quo, at least, if you ship out the people on the low end. For every person whose intelligence was one standard deviation above the mean, who left the state, one who was one standard deviation below would be provided with a comfortable new domicile in the Grasslands National Park of North Dakota (in the era before political correctness, it was called the Dakota badlands). Construction began, and the site was given the rather lofty name El Dorado. In the interests of the next generation, it was mandated that the program would begin with the youth, and thus the Oklahoma Youth Village Authority came into existence. OYVA went right to work identifying the mentally fractured and malapropism-prone throughout the state. Other states got into the act. It was perhaps to be expected that underground railways would evolve, connecting other bodies politic with OYVA, and shipping their bodies undesirable to El Dorado.. It was quite by accident that I became involved with OYVA. Cattle from my ranch, near the Montana-Dakota border had strayed across the badlands into the park, and my wife and I flew over the area in our ultralight aircraft looking for them. Evidently we were near the Village lands when the rubber band broke and we were forced to put down in one of the scenic eroded ruts running through the area. We have not been allowed to leave, but I have put this note in this bottle, hoping that the dry gulch in which I hid it will someday be flooded and the bottle will wash out into the to sea. The El Dorado encampment was in the middle of a huge desert basin surrounded by bleached out arroyos and higher table land. Occasionally commercially guided tourist caravans crossed the desert, but signed warnings put up by OYVA instructed them not to pick up anyone. The terrain was so formidable that the guards did not even attempt to keep residents inside the encampment – they knew it was impossible to escape on foot. There had been attempts, but the would-be escapees straggled back after a few days, resigning themselves to the “freedom” of the encampment. Overlaying this picture was the tension between Montanans and Dakotans, which had started out as little ethnic slurs here and there.. Montanans had observed that you could tell the girls at the University of North Dakota from the boys, because the girls braided the hair under their arms. Dakotans plugged their ears and laughed at stories like, “It takes three Montanans to paint the center line of the highway. One to hold the brush, and two to pull the highway under it.” Those were harmless enough, but things had escalated to the point of razor wire on the border. The president had, of course, brought in U.N. Peace-keeping teams. The tension made it very risky for residents of the encampment to try to escape. That brings us up to the beginning of our story, I think, but I can't cram any more paper in this bottle, so see the attached bottle #2. Bottle #2 Phyllis and I were unable to repair the rubber band motor of the ultralight, and so we dismantled it and stowed the parts in an old abandoned mine shaft nearby. We started hiking out of the arroyo toward the flat desert-prairie, figuring that we would be seen more easily out there. Sure enough, we



soon noticed a thin line of dust arcing across the desert toward us. Before long, we could make out what it was. What a surprise! It was none other than Shahrzad Samadzadeh, riding on a weird looking bird which I took to be a turkey. “Hey Shar! What are you doing out here?” I yelled. “Quick! Get one!” she responded, reining in, “Before the guards see us!” We got on, and Shahrzad whispered something like, “turbo” to the turkey, and we pounded across the desert. Now i realized what had happened. I had read about the El Dorado encampment and was alarmed that the states would do such a thing, and now we were in the thick of it. But how did Shahrzad end up here? We were about a half-milefrom the encampment when Shar stopped by an old abandoned mine shaft and hid the turkey in it, along with several hundred others. We walked the rest of the way. “We don't want the guards to know that we have developed these genetically altered turkeys. We engineered three-foot-long toes on them so that they could cover the ground rapidly”, she said. I was curious. “Aren't you afraid the turkeys will gobble or something and reveal their hiding place?” I asked. “No”, Shar answered, “We engineered them so they only sound off when you forget to take out the diskette.” “But, Shar, the big question is, how did you end up here? This is not a place for bright people!” I would have to wait for the answer, because we were near the encampment now. “The guards don't pay much attention to us, since they don't think it is possible to escape, but if we want you and Mrs. H to get out, it's probably better that they don't know we knew you before,” she responded. As we walked into the encampment, the inmates saw us, though, and came running, It was almost the whole class of 2000! “Hi, Dr. H.!” “Hi, Mrs. H.” “How did you get here?” they yelled. “Well, scratch that idea of keeping the guards in the dark”, muttered Shahrzad. We started to explain when the guards approached. One of them said, “Welcome to El Dorado. We don't know how you got in, but you might as well get comfortable, because you won't be leaving.” Then they tried to inject us with truth serum, but the needles didn't get to us because we were covered with dried turkey dung. When Shar says, “turbo”, she means, “turbo”. We were assigned a cabin, given some bedding and a set of camp rules. We were free to visit with the “inmates”. Gradually, Phyllis and I came to understand how the gang got shipped here. Bottle #3 It turns out that an intelligence pill, IQPOS had been developed in the Sudan (double your IQ in 30 days, the ads said) and was being marketed on the internet. OYVA official knew right away what this meant for their agency and their jobs, so they pooled their resources and bought out the company. With the rights to IQPOS, they also got the rights to IQNEG, a drug used to tranquilize insurgents. But some of the IQPOST was already on the market, and Sangeetha Dayalan bought a 60 day supply. With IQPOS, she was able to win a Nobel prize in gardening overnight. Word spread like wildfire around the campus of the school, and everyone wanted to try it. Everyone would have tried it, but it was too expensive. But on day, Glenda Gerth found a site – some Oklahoma youth group – that promised a thirty day supply free to the people who made 250 hits on a certain web page. The hits began, and soon the prized tablets were arriving in the mail. Everyone got the free samples except Sangeetha, who had bought her supply before the prize offer was made, and Ashley Gann and Lan Nguyen, who had been very busy with school assignments and didn't have time to make the hits. But Sangeetha shared her supply generously with them. Everyone was consuming the pills like candy the first week, but nobody seemed to be getting any results. Then, on the tenth day, it happened. Bill Hodges was presenting his civ report when it struck him in mid stenence: “My report today is on the effects of the blockade of the Saint Lawrence Seaway during the war of 1812. The British admiral Dewey had...had duch, Dewey? Tooey! Who cares about Dewey, tooey, hooey. That's a big 10-4, aint it? Well, whut are ya all starin' at? Didn' ya ever see a true blue redneck before?” Wilhelmina Copley started to straighten him up. “Mr. Hodges, do you expect us to be entertained by a some drivel because you did not prepare sufficiently? We have better things to do-dee-doo—doo. Duh, Hey, Bo, like, man, yer a cute thaing,



fer such a aig head! Come here, you big hunk”. Professor Lawson knew of the pills and he had such high hopes for his students being able to think more clearly, make clear cut, unbiased, incisive arguments, and put details in proper perspective. He watched as it all went down the drain. Just then outside Bob rode his mower past the window, distracting the class. Their inability to concentrate prompted Nick Brooke to sermonize, “Fellow students, I think it would augur well for you if you would desist from being distracted and determine to display your discipline.” But then Bob drove back by the window and everybody cheered and stomped. “Let's not be distracted by the lawn maintenance”, continued Nick. “We have more important things to do don't we? Do don't? Dum dum ditty ditty, do wah wah” Chandler Gill chimed in, “Dum dum ditty ditty, do wah—hey, cool, Nick, baby.” She turned her portable CD player up full blast and everyone honked along, stomping feet and giving high fives and things like that. Bob drove by again, and they all imitated the vroom sound of his engine and Dr. Lawson slipped out into the nigh, breathing heavily.. What had happened, of course, was that OYVA had sponsored the site that gave out the free pills, and they sent IQNEG instead of IQPOS to the unsuspecting victims. OYVA, looking for a test group to show the efficinecy of their ship-em-out plans, had found what they wanted. That is how the class of 2000 (except for Sangeetha, Ashley, and Lan) happened to be the first group shipped off to El Dorado. It was of no concern to OYVA that the effects of the IQNEG would wear off in a month or so, and the seniors would be their natural, innovative (but relocated) selves. Bottle #4 So here we all were at the encampment for the ignorant. It was unjust and immoral, but it was our lot. We were fed well enough, and the guards were just a nuisance, not really a hazard to our health. What the guard didn't know about life in the encampment outweighed what they did know, of course. Work had been done in several directions with an ultimate goal of freedom. The most dangerous work was done by the twins, Doney and Roney Abraham, and Jared and Ryan DeSellier. The twins arranged to be bunked in separate cabins. This enabled one of each pair to be out of the encampment all night long. When it was Doney's turn to be the outside agent, Roney would be in Doney's bed when the night guard came around to do bed check. When the guard left, Roney would hop out the window, run along the back side of the cabins, and get to his own bed by the time the guard got there. The DeSelliers did the same. This allowed the class of 2000 to have two free agents every night. Jihan Ahmad and Jimmie Howard had built a two-way radio out of dried spaghetti and stuff, and they talked to people on the outside often, but the people on the outside didn't want to get caught talking to “inmates”, so that was kind of frustrating. But on day Matt Cook was able to talk to the governor, and he persuaded his honor to give legal title to the area to the residents, since it seemed only right. Matt's idea was that if we had to live here, we should at least own the place. And who knows? Maybe there was something of value on the place. John Ice had built a cat scan device out of dried mushrooms and potato chips (just add one can of water to make a soup the cats love), but he hadn't located any cats now for several months. Matt Fuhrmann and Rachel Parks did the bio-engineering that provided the first tandem-saddle turkey, which they rode far out into the desert to test drive. This, somehow, encouraged Bryan Schubert and Amy Cannon to build a powerful telescope. Watching through the scope (when Rachel almost fell out of the saddle once and Matt had to catch her), Amy was further inspired to invent a seat belt for the turkey saddle. She also began to see that maybe bioengineering might be her cup of tea. Bottle #5 Mohammed Salama's plan was working perfectly. The guards were fleeing the burning headquarters building, screaming little poems of incautious content, while we hid in the nearby



abandoned mine shaft. Ashley Ramsey and Nola Milner had done the incendiary work flawlessly. Aaron Weber and Chris Butler had blown up the water well, so that the fire fighting efforts were stifled completely. “Yeah, Mo!” the crowd yelled. “Great plan, Mo!” Melissa Lim added, “I think we ought to toast marshmallows and have some hot cocoa!” The little guard with the high forehead and the wine-stain blotch had overheard the cheering and had discovered us. “And where are you going to get hot water for your little cocoa party, friends, seeing as you blew up the well?” “We're going to dip it out of the well in our cups, dude”, retorted Tonya Ward. “Yeah, that's what I've got here, a bunch of dips”, said the guard, slapping out the little fires in his shoelaces. “Where are we all going to sleep tonight, anyway?” Mo, undaunted, replied, “I've got another idea—first we get lots of hot coals, and we throw them in the well. The steam will drive the timer out explosively, and it will sail up into the sky and make a flare that passing airlines can see.” Everyone agreed. It was an excellent plant. The flaming timber rocketed high into the night sky, almost out of sight. Sputter Airlines Flight 2094, all seats taken, shuddered and was thrown almost completely out of control when the left inboard engine ingested the flaming timber. “What was THAT?” gasped captain Ashley Gann. “I think engine no. 2 took in a pelican, captain” noted co-pilot Nguyen. “and the pelican had a burning outhouse in its beak.” Just then one of the passengers, an irate lady named Dodd, jumped through the door into the crew compartments, shouting, “I demand to know the meaning of this! Can't Sputter Airlines do anything right? I want to speak to the president.” “I AM the president, ma'am”, said Ashley, “pleas be calm, and our flight attendant Robbie Dennis, will escort you to your seat while we try to regain control of the plane”. [I forgot to say that Robbie got lost on the way from the dorm to the OYVA bus, and signed on with Sputter] Robbie was in pretty bad shape, because he had made so many hits back there at the dorm that he was sent a double dose. If not for his massive intellect before taking all that IQNEG, he would have been in a coma. Some people said he was in a coma most of the time anyway, but what did they know? Thinking the remaining pills in his pocket were aspirin, Robbie offered some to the Dodd lady, who scarfed them up after taking her seat. There was confusion in the passenger compartment because of the flight disturbance (and the burning engine). A gentleman named Turpen stepped out of the rear of the plane and announced: “Everyone stay calm. I have everything under control. Just follow orders and nobody will get hurt.” Then his part of the plane broke away, as he led them in a few verses of, “The Streets of Laredo”. Watching them spiral away, Robbie lamented, “Ah, now we don't get to hear the ending. That's the prettiest part of the whole thaing.” With a heroic effort, Ashley and Lan were able to get the rest of the plane down in one piece near an old abandoned mine shaft. The ragtag band of “inmates” ran over to the plane, pulling passengers out and extinguishing the engine fire. Robbie stepped out of the plane, offering coffee, tea, or tickets on the next flight out of Fargo. Now there were 417 of us with no place to sleep for the night. “Well, Mo, revered leader, whatchagonnadonow?” asked Kimberly Yang. Mo didn't hesitate a bit. “I have the perfect plan. You remember Dr. H's ultralight? We take one of the good engines off of the airliner, strap it to the ultralight, and let somebody fly it out. “That won't work, Mo, because we aren't so stupid as to climb in that thing, and we don't have any juniors here that we could talk into it”, said the cautious Chris Shrock. “Psst—Chris--you don't get it”, whispered Nathan Seidle. “The idea is to let one of the guards fly it out” “Oh, I get ya”, said Chris, “It's a way to reduce the number of guards. Hah! Neat!” So Lea McMartin headed up a crew of talented engineers to do the job. Neil Joshi got the job of removing the engine. He didn't have any tools, of course, but he had good teeth. Elaine Zuniga held the engine up while Amanda Stockton chewed up enough bubble gum to do the job. It was a masterpiece, although a bit nose heavy. The guards were a proud bunch, and each one of them wanted to be the one to fly it out. Finally



one was chosen, and he fired up the kerosene burner and it started to move down the runway, slowly at first (due to the engine nacelle digging into the tarmac). The other guards shouted, “Pull up! Pull up!” Then they decided that the tail needed more weight, so they climbed on, and the nose came up. It was uncomfortable for the rear guards, since they were on the end where the jet exhaust came out. Once they reconciled themselves to being toasted, though, everything was going well and it looked like they would get off of the ground. We gleefully watched as the overloaded craft disappeared into the horizon. But, where were we going to spend the night? Bottle #7 The guards made it to a nearby outpost (that's an outhouse for a puppydog), but they couldn't get the nose up for the landing and it was, like, hard on their shoe soles. And the rear guard was, like, charred. Every two weeks, the encampment was supplied by a wagon pulled by twenty mules, and the next one would not be coming for about 10 days. Fortunately, Charles Te had planted some corn earlier, and so there was something to eat while we planned what to do next. Unfortunately, the hot dogs he planted didn't come up. Crystal Redden tried to make a dash across the desert to civilization with one of the highest powered turkeys we had, but she overheated it and had to walk back. “What did you do with the turkey?” asked Loni Randall. “Well, I tied him to a passing eagle and gave the eagle instructions to climb as high as he could, and let the turkey glide off into the great beyond, and you know what the turkey said? He was so appreciative, that he told me where the real El Dorado is. It's buried under Thunder Mesa, off there in the west.” “Buried? Great, we know where the great city of gold is, and we don't have tools to dig, and probably couldnt' sell the gold if we could, because the world is afraid of us.” Lamented Punit Gandhi. “But maybe we can live here forever—is it so important to get back to a world that doesn't want us anyway?” philosophized Scotty Murphy. “We could live on turkeys and corn”. “And borax every two weeks? I'm TIRED of borax”, complained Punit. “Don't even think about staying here”, retorted Shannon McKaskle, “I don't want to rot out here in this place.” Then she kicked a burning ember into the old abandoned mine shaft, and at once there was an explosion; fire belched out of the shaft, shooting across the desert for hundreds of yards. Evidently the old shaft had been close to oil, and the place was no a raging inferno. “See, I can't do anything right, “complained Shannon. “Oh, I wouldn't say that”, said Butch DeBerry, “Those turkeys we had hidden in the mine look pretty well done to me.” Surveying the toasted carcasses flung out over the prairie, Sam Chapman remarked, “Well, I guess we could dress up like some funky southern colonels and start a Kentucky Fried Turkey outlet.” Jennifer Chang responded, “maybe so, but look at the walls of the mine shaft!” WE all peered in, now that the flames were out and things had cooled down. The walls were now glass-- a beautiful glass formed by the desert sand, the wood ash, and the heat. WE walked in cautiously, and Jenni Dietrich was the first to notice-- “Hey gang, look at these little yellow flecks embedded in the glass! Isn't that beautiful! Is that what I Think it is” Neil didn't have any tools, but he chewed into it and yelled, “Yeah, it's GOLD! This was a GOLD mine!” Outside, to the east, a dust cloud was rising, coming closer. TO the west, storm clouds were churning, also coming closer. Ike McCool studied the two clouds carefully, then announced to the group in the mine shaft, “Better take cover, there's a real gullywasher coming. And there's somebody coming from the east. Looks like people marching.” “That's probably the guards coming back with reinforcements,” said Tony Tran. “Do we have any more mine shafts we could torch off?” “Hey, I recognize that tune the marchers are singing-- isn't it “The Streets of Laredo”?” piped up James Yu. Sure enough, it was Turpen's raiders. Somehow they had survived the glide to earth and the march across the prairie, and now they were at the mine entrance. Their captain saw that a storm was coming, and he addressed us curtly: “I command you to allow us entrance to that mine shaft.” “Sorry about that command stuff, captain, but you're outranked. There's nobody here lower than a bird colonel*, if you know what I mean”, spoke Luke McSpadden. The captain looked out at the prairie strewn with



blackened bird bodies and pleaded, “Please, let us in before my moustache gets wet. I just can't stand a wet, drippy moustache. Pretty please.” So we let them in and the thunder crashed, and the ground around the mine shaft was rapidly eroded away, leaving us in a huge, fragile bottle. It floated up over the Mesa, which was also rapidly eroding away. Then, we could see it...a tower here, a parapet, a roof...the city of gold! The rains quieted, the bottle settled in a courtyard of pure gold, and we scrambled out. Matt Lee said, “Now all we need is a stock market crash”. Jason Madden, who had been tuning in on his little short wave radio, said, “It just did. Gold is up to $1000 an ounce.” *Military ranking goes from captain to major to lieutenant colonel to full colonel. Full colonels wear eagles as rank identification, and are sometimes referred to as “bird colonels”.
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